Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new concept named similar-bent function and we present two general methods to construct balanced sequences with low correlation by using similar-bent functions and orthogonal similar-bent functions. We find that the bent sequence sets are special cases of our construction. We also investigate the linear complexity of the new constructed sequences. If a suitable similar-bent function is given, the sequences constructed by it can have high linear complexity. As examples, we construct two new low correlation sequence sets. One constructed based on Dobbertin's iterative function is asymptotically optimal with respect to Welch's bound and the other one is constructed based on Kasami function whose sequences have a high linear complexity.
Introduction
Low correlation magnitude, balanceness and high linear complexity are some important randomness criteria for sequences. The good pseudo-random sequences are widely used in the engineering applications such as CDMA systems. How to construct the sequences with randomness properties is an interesting problem in application.
Many sequence sets with low correlation have been reported [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, only a few sequence sets can attain the Welch's bound or Sidelnokiv's bound , for example the Kasami sequences [1] , the Gold sequences [2] , the Sidelnikov sequences [3] , the bent sequences [4] , and the Gold-like sequences [6] .
The binary bent functions are Boolean functions on even number of variables whose Hamming distance to the affine function space is maximum. They have wide applications in communication, coding and cryptography, etc [10] . Olsen et al. [4] constructed a family of binary sequences with optimal correlation based on binary bent functions. Kumar et al. [11] generalized binary bent functions to p-ary bent functions and they [5] used these functions to construct p-ary bent sequences. In this paper, we propose a new concept named similar-bent function, the maximum absolute value of whose walsh spectrum is small. We find that the similar-bent functions and orthogonal similar-bent functions can also be used to construct low correlation sequence sets. Then we present two methods to construct balanced sequence sets with low correlation. In the first method, we use similar-bent function to construct low correlation sequence set. However, in the second method, we need orthogonal similar-bent function. The binary bent sequences [4] and p-ary bent sequences [5] are the special cases of the first construction. When the form of the similarbent function is given, we get a formula to compute the linear complexity of the new constructed sequences. Of course, the formula is also valid for bent sequences. As examples, we construct two sequence sets based on Dobbertin's iterative function and Kasami function. The set constructed by Dobbertin's iterative function has the pa-
+1 ), which is asymptotically optimal with respect to Welch's bound. The other one is a (2 n − 1, 2 n 2 , 2 n 2 +1 + 1) low correlation sequence set, whose sequences have a high linear complexity n + n2 n−2 4 .
Preliminaries
In this section we firstly review some notations and well known results, then we introduce the similar-bent functions.
Notations
Some notations throughout this paper are defined as follows:
• p is a prime;
• ω = exp(
• m is a positive integer and n = 2m;
• α is a primitive element of F p n and β is a primitive element of F p m ;
• For two positive integers k|l, the trace function T r
• For a positive integer s = • For a p-ary periodic sequence u, its linear complexity, denoted by LC(u), is the length of the shortest linear feedback shift register (LFSR) that can generate it.
• For a complex number c, c denotes the conjugate number of c.
Sequence and Sequence Set
The cross-correlation function of two p-ary periodic sequences u = (u 0 , u 1 , · · · , u N −1 )
If the sequences u and v are identical, then it is called the autocorrelation function of sequence u, and we denote it by C u (τ ).
Let u be a p-ary sequence with period N such that
The following results link the linear complexity of the sequence with its polynomial representation. 
, where w(g) is the number of the nonzero coefficients of g(x).
Let V be a sequence set containing K sequences with period N . Let θ V denote the upper bound of the maximum out-of-phase autocorrelation and cross-correlation magnitude. Then the set V is called an (N, K, θ V ) sequence set. Usually, we say that V is a low correlation sequence set if θ V ≤ c √ N where c is a small constant.
The following lower bound of the maximum correlation magnitude of a sequence set is due to Welch [12] .
Lemma 3. Let V be a sequence set containing K sequences with period N . Let
For a low correlation sequence set V with parameters (N,
, then we call that the set V is asymptotically optimal with respect to Welch's bound.
Two-Tuple Balance Function
Let f (x) be a function from F p n to F p m with f (0) = 0. Let T f (λ) be a set defined as follows
f (x) is a 2-tuple balance function if it satisfies the following two conditions:
Zierler had the following result on the two-tuple balance function.
Similar-Bent Function
Let f (x) and g(x) be two functions from F p k to F p . Then their correlation function is defined by
We call that f (x) is an orthogonal function if C f,f (λ) = 0 holds for all λ = 1.
For a function f (x) from F p k to F p , its walsh transformation is a complex-valued function over F p k , which is defined by
we know that the walsh transformation of f (x) is an integer-valued function. So there doesn't exist bent function when p = 2 and k is an odd integer. And at this time we call f (x) a near bent function if
It is clear that bent functions and near bent functions are subclasses of similarbent functions. And the well known Gold function, Kasami function, Welch function and Niho function etc. [13] are examples of orthogonal similar-bent functions. Their definitions are given in the follows. We can see more results about the constructions of bent functions and near bent functions in the papers [14] [15] .
Let k be an odd integer and f (x) = T r
, then we call that f (x) is Gold function.
be an even integer or d = 2 i + 2 Dobbertin's Construction: Let k be an odd integer and l = 2
where x, y ∈ F l 2 2 , f 0 (x, y) is a l-variable normal bent function and g 1 (y) is generated by an iterative procedure as
The process stops at i = t − 1. And g t (y) be a balanced k-variable Boolean function with LS(g t ) ≤ 2 k+1 2 .
Some Lemmas
In this section, we give some lemmas which are important for our constructions.
, where γ 1 ∈ F p n \ F p m , ε ∈ F p m , and γ 2 = γ 1 + ε. Then the two functions h 1 (x) and h 2 (x) have the following correlation magnitude distribution:
n , when λ = 1 and ε = 0; 0, when λ = 1 and ε = 0;
Proof. It is trivial to verify the first identity. In the following, we assume that ε = 0 or λ = 1.
When λ ∈ F * p m , we have
Since γ 1 ∈ F p m and T r n m (x) is a two-tuple balance function, we get Hence 
Lemma 6. Let f (x) be an orthogonal function from
, where γ 1 ∈ F p n \ F p m , ε ∈ F p m and γ 2 = εγ 1 . Then the two functions h 1 (x) and h 2 (x) have the following correlation magnitude distribution:
n , when λ = 1 and ε = 1; 0, when λ = 1 and ε = 1;
Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 5. We also assume that ε = 1 or λ = 1 in the following.
Note that f (x) is orthogonal, thus Hence
We finish the proof.
Construction Based On Similar-Bent Function
Construction I: Let f (x) be a similar-bent function from F p m to F p and LS(f ) ≤ √ cp m . For any given γ ∈ F p n \F p m , then we can construct a sequence set V I f,γ = {s ε |ε ∈ F p m }, where the sequence s ε = (s ε,0 , s ε,1 , · · · ) is defined by
is the polynomial representation of the sequence s ε . For any two sequence s ε 1 , s ε 1 ∈ V I f,γ , we have that
Then ones can get the following results from Lemma 5.
(
The theorem then follows. Proof. Let h ε (x) be the function as defined in the proof of Theorem 1. We only need to prove that the function h ε (x) is balanced for any given ε ∈ F p m . Note that T r n m (x) is a two-tuple-balance function, we have
where
The proof is now finished. Proof. For any given sequence s ε ∈ V I f,γ , let h ε (x) = T r n 1 ((γ + ε)x) + f (T r n m (x)) be its polynomial representation. According to Lemma 1, we only need to prove that
Note that Lemma 2 and γ + ε + c
We are done.
Olsen, Scholtz, and Welch [4] constructed a family of binary sequences called bent sequences. Subsequently, Kumar, Scholtz and Welch [5] generalized this construction to p-ary sequence. Their results are introduced in the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Let n = 2m and α be a primitive element of
) run through over all the elements of F m p as i varies between 1 and p m . Then a family of binary sequences is defined by
where s e i (t) = f (tr 
And there exist bent sequences constructed by using bent function of algebraic degree d, whose linear complexity can achieve the lower bound
The above bent function can also be regarded as defined over is asymptotically optimal with respect to Welch's bound.
Construction Based On Orthogonal Similar-Bent Function
Construction II: Let f (x) be an orthogonal similar-bent function from F p m to
The following theorem comes from Lemma 6. Proof. Let h ε (x) = T r n 1 (γεx) + f (T r n m (x)) for ε ∈ F p m . Then h ε (x) is the polynomial representation of the sequence s ε . Note that f (x) is orthogonal, so we have
Then s 0 is balanceable. The proof for the other sequences is similar to the proof Theorem 2. Proof. This proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3. We omit it here. +1 + 1) low correlation sequence set.
